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A world of
possibilities awaits
Mountain trips with the buddies. Beach days with the family. 

An ice cream run in the middle of the night. Do it all in the 

Renault Lodgy.

Three spacious rows that offer more room for possibilities. 

A powerful, efficient engine that makes discovering new 

roads a habit. And an unmatched drive experience that 

makes every journey a pleasure.

The stylish Renault Lodgy. Take your world with you.



A life full of possibilities deserves all the comfort and style. 

Say hello to the Renault Lodgy Premium Stepway Edition. 

The Lodgy Stepway spells class from the moment you set 

eyes on it. A striking jewel-studded front grille and sporty 

two-tone bumper give way to elegant side door moulding 

with chrome cladding. Moving upwards, the roof boasts of a 

stylish roof rail that not only look good but can carry 

mountain bikes, camping gear and everything  you may 

need for a memorable road trip. 

So go ahead, take your world with you in style.
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